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The Introvert’s Guide to Thriving in an Extroverted Career 

I. 1. Overcome the Initial Fear 
 

Let me preface this first section with a quick explanation: I fully understand that 
everyone experiences fear when it comes to starting a career, taking a leap, trying 
something different, or undertaking a big project. Fear isn’t an emotion that is exclusive 
to introverted people.  
 
But I have found that I myself experience more fear and self-doubt than the average 
person when it comes to embarking on something new in my life, which I usually 
attribute to my introverted personality.  
 
My first feelings of fear related to my career path surfaced in graduate school, when I 
first began my music therapy studies. From the get-go, I was forced to put myself in the 
front of the room, all of my peers’ eyes on me, and facilitate music therapy interventions 
as practice for working in clinical settings.  
 
Of course, I knew going into this field that I would be in front of and surrounded by 
many, and often new, people on a regular basis, but hypothetical future situations are 
much less scary than actually being in them.  
 
I had no choice but to face my fears head-on and take my place at the front of the room. 
This has been the theme time after time since leading that initial practice intervention in 
the classroom. I did it again as I started my internship, again as I started my first job, 
again as I took leadership roles in organizations, again as I accepted public speaking 
engagements, and again as I turned a small private practice into a well-known business 
in my community.  
 
Each of those undertakings came with their own set of mildly (and sometimes 
extremely) terrifying tasks and circumstances for this usually reserved and quiet 
introvert, but what I began to notice is that with time and experience, the fear I felt 
diminished. My personality hasn’t completely changed, but my track record has proven 
that I have the ability to overcome whatever fears are present and get the job done.  
 
Fear is alive and well every time a big leap is in front of me, but my mindset is what 
allows me to overcome it. That definitely wasn’t the case in the beginning, though. I 
didn’t have the experience necessary to convince myself that I was fully capable of 
taking that leap and landing on the other side successfully.  
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So let me rewind back to that first assignment in grad school. I was to present a song to 
my professor and peers -- I chose the song “Day By Day” from the musical Godspell -- 
and then lead them in a songwriting activity as if they were patients in a music therapy 
group on the psychiatric unit of a hospital. A bit daunting for a 21-year-old with 
absolutely no experience working in this setting, right?  
 
I had no trouble coming up with the logistics of this assignment. The planning and 
creativity involved in designing effective treatment plans is one of the things that drew 
me to the field of music therapy in the first place. But it was the implementing, the 
standing up in front of the room, taking charge part of the assignment that had me 
petrified.  
 
As I look back at all of the projects I’ve taken on in my career, this has almost always 
been the case. The implementation: putting myself out there for all the world to see, and 
then -- here’s the kicker --  interacting with that world in a coherent, effective manner.  
 
So as I prepared to do that very scary thing, I asked myself a few questions: 
 

- What is the worst than can happen? 
- Whose disapproval am I afraid of? 
- What is the best possible outcome? 
- How will I feel when I have completed it? 

 
These questions have become etched into my brain, because I find myself running 
through them with every fear-inducing task, regardless of how big or small. It has 
become an exercise that helps me to turn that big blob of fear that can take over your 
thoughts into a productive catalyzer.  
 
When you don’t pinpoint the source of your fear and work through it, you’re giving it 
permission to cripple you. You’re giving yourself permission to throw in the towel before 
you’ve even begun, basically preparing yourself for failure.  
 
Fear can be a hugely motivating emotion, if you harness it the right way. Approach it 
from a logical standpoint, and use it to fuel your potential success.  
 
Having answered those questions for myself and using that fear to my advantage, I got 
up in front of the class and led that intervention. Was I still scared? Yes. Was it easy? 
Absolutely not.  
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But as I got up in front of the class the next week, and the week after that, I noticed I 
was less scared each time. The nerves were there, but that nervous energy kept me on 
my toes and in the moment as a student therapist. It became enjoyable, even. I started 
looking forward to those practice music therapy sessions, which in turn helped me to be 
better prepared in my first practicum setting.  
 
What started as a fear-inducing task became an accomplishment. I added each 
accomplishment to a mental snowball of successes that outweighed my fear of any 
potentially scary opportunity that came my way.  
 
I know you’re not supposed to rest on your laurels, but you can use them as a reminder 
of your abilities when that fear begins to creep in. That still happens to me, even after 
stepping out of my comfort zone dozens of times throughout the last ten years and 
meeting with success.  
 
Each time, my process is the same. I ask myself those four questions: 
 

- What is the worst than can happen? 
- Whose disapproval am I afraid of? 
- What is the best possible outcome? 
- How will I feel when I have completed it? 

 
And then I go back to those accomplishments, but I don’t just run through the list in my 
head. I actually put myself in my past self’s shoes, remembering how it felt to do 
whatever I was doing, and then recreate the feeling of having a positive outcome. It 
sounds simple, but it’s extremely empowering.  
 
What initial fear are you facing right now? Are you a student just beginning your studies, 
or getting ready to start your internship? Maybe you’re already a professional, thinking 
about starting your own business, or you want to pursue a new contract or offer a new 
service.  
 
Creating this course came with its own set of initial fears for me. When I asked myself 
those questions, here are my responses: 
 

- Q. What is the worst than can happen?  A. I won’t be able to come up with 
anything helpful // I could get writer’s block and never finish // Nobody will want to 
take the course 
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- Q. Whose disapproval am I afraid of?  A. My peers and colleagues will 
disapprove, because they either won’t think I’m qualified to create this kind of 
course, or they won’t like my content 

- Q. What is the best possible outcome?  A. The best possible outcome is that 
this course will help many people by providing a variety of new ideas and clear 
strategies, and I will achieve my goal of creating a useful and much-needed 
resource on this topic 

- Q. How will I feel when I have completed it?  A. When I complete this project, I 
will feel like I’m using my writing skills to their full potential and contributing to my 
peers and field in a unique way 

 
And then I went through my previous accomplishments related to this. I have created 
courses in the past, some better than others, but I know I have helped people. And 
learned from my mistakes. I felt the feeling of receiving wonderful feedback, and also 
the feeling of receiving constructive criticism. I felt the feeling of putting something out 
there into the world that had once been just an idea, one that brought with it a lot of fear.  
 
All that was left was to actually create this course. I would love for you to try this method 
for using your fears productively, harnessing them so that they fuel your next leap, no 
matter how big or small it might be.  
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I. 2. Know Thyself 
 

I have memories throughout my entire childhood that looked something like this: I was 
surrounded by other children who were playing with each other, laughing, and having a 
great time, while I just wanted to be anywhere else but there.  
 
I remember feeling overwhelmed, exhausted, and uninterested, all at the same time. I 
can recall specific instances of this happening in preschool, at my babysitter’s house, 
even at family gatherings.  
 
Now don’t get me wrong -- I had a wonderful childhood. I was involved in activities, had 
plenty of friends, and grew up feeling very loved and supported by my family. Most of 
my memories are happy ones. But most of those happy memories did not involve large 
groups of people and extended social interaction.  
 
As I got older, I enjoyed going to school to learn and see my friends, but I dreaded 
recess and group projects. I loved singing in choir and school musicals, but I always felt 
drained after practices and performances. 
 
I had a hard time understanding why in high school I preferred to go out to dinner with a 
few friends on New Year’s Eve instead of going to a huge party, or why I didn’t mind 
spending most Friday nights at home instead of going to football games with the rest of 
the student body, or how I could get up in front of a packed auditorium and perform in 
my high school musical yet dreaded speaking up on brainstorming day for the school 
newspaper. 
 
In all honesty, I thought there was something wrong with me. I didn’t consider myself to 
be shy, but I had no explanation as to why I preferred spending time alone to being 
surrounded by other people.  
 
I thought I would “grow out of it” as I got older, surely when I went away to college. But 
then I found myself 1200 miles from home, happily locking myself in a practice room 
after a long day of classes instead of going to a party.  
 
A few months into my freshman year, I attended a workshop at Rollins College that 
helped me make sense of my world, as dramatic as that sounds. We were presented 
with the Myers-Briggs type indicator (MBTI) — a personality assessment test that 
answered all those questions I had about myself.  
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As I worked my way through the MBTI, it felt as though someone had read my mind and 
put my thoughts down on paper. But it wasn’t until I read a thorough description of my 
personality type, INTJ, that I felt understood for the first time ever.  
 
If only I had known as a child and teenager what an introvert was, and that I wasn’t 
actually “shy and antisocial” as I often labeled myself, life would have been a little 
different. I would have been more comfortable in my own skin, knowing there was a 
reason for feeling the way I did.  
 
But late is better than never. I’m grateful for learning about myself early on in my college 
career, because otherwise it might have not have been such a positive experience. 
Those four letters -- INTJ -- were my reminder that I have specific strengths and needs, 
and they have helped me to plan my life accordingly since I was 18 years old.  
 
I hope you had the good fortune of learning the term “introvert” (and that it applied to 
you) early on in life, as well. We are a misunderstood group of people, sometimes first 
and foremost by our own selves as in my experience.  
 
Whereas most people think introversion describes how we behave in social settings, it 
actually refers to how we get our energy. You will most likely nod in agreement as you 
read the following statements:  
 

● I like getting my energy from dealing with the ideas, pictures, memories, and 
reactions that are inside my head, in my inner world.  

● I often prefer doing things alone or with one or two people I feel comfortable with.  
● I am seen as “reflective” or “reserved.” 
● I sometimes spend too much time reflecting and don’t move into action quickly 

enough. 
 

Most often, people equate “introvert” with “shyness”. Author Susan Cain explains the 
difference in her TED Talk titled The Power of Introverts. 

“Shyness is about fear of social judgment. Introversion is more about how do you 
respond to stimulation, including social stimulation. So extraverts really crave large 
amounts of stimulation, whereas introverts feel at their most alive and their most 
switched on and their most capable when they are in quieter, more low-key 
environments.” 
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That last part sums me up perfectly, and you can probably relate, too. I thrive in low-key 
environments, so why exactly was it that I chose to enter a field that many times can be 
the polar opposite? 

That’s the very question I asked myself at the beginning of my music therapy studies, as 
I discussed in the previous section, all about overcoming the initial fear. I felt the fear of 
being in an environment where I had to be switched on, responding to large amounts of 
stimulation -- miles and miles outside of my comfort zone.  

The next big step in overcoming fears and discomfort with your surroundings is knowing 
yourself well enough to create strategies.  

Take the MBTI assessment if you haven’t already. I’ve included links on the course 
page where you can find all the resources mentioned in each section. Once you 
discover your personality type, it’s amazing how much you’ll learn about yourself and 
begin to take action in ways that will best serve your own unique needs.  

Another way to get to know yourself better is by determining your Enneagram type. The 
Enneagram model of personality is a typology of nine interconnected personality types, 
determined through a series of questions.  

The Enneagram is a lesser-known personality assessment than the MBTI, but it 
provided me with further valuable insight about myself after taking it. I learned that I’m 
primarily a Type 3, the Achiever. The assessment results are extremely in-depth, and 
opened my eyes as to how I react to stressors as well as provided recommendations for 
personal growth.  

Personality tests are not the end-all, be-all when it comes to knowing yourself, but they 
can offer objective information that will help you to structure your work, relationships, 
and life in general.  

Another way to objectively gather information about yourself is simply by talking to 
people you know. I’ve always been a little defensive about my personality traits, which 
makes sense considering I didn’t fully understand my personality until I was a young 
adult. So asking people for their honest input about me has always been a challenge.  

But one of the most eye-opening conversations I’ve ever had was with two of my 
colleagues, people with whom I work every single day. They gave me honest, 
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uncensored feedback about the first impressions they had of me, my style of daily 
interaction, and how others in the office perceive me.  

I discovered through this conversation and others that there is a disconnect between the 
way I perceive myself and the way others do so. I know now how it looks on the outside 
when I start to feel depleted -- when I’ve been “extraverting” for too long.  

As an introvert, once I hit that point, my stress signals begin to sound. And apparently, 
they sound loudly and clearly enough that others take notice (and here I was, thinking I 
hid it so well).  

One of the most valuable pieces of self-knowledge you can have is your stress triggers. 
What are those circumstances, conversations, environments, and tasks that set you off? 
That cause your own stress signals to sound?  

The truth is, as music therapists, we can’t always avoid those situations. For many of 
us, those are just a reality of the job, a daily occurrence. But what we can do is become 
aware of them, have strategies in place to face them, and know our limits.  

I’ll give specific examples of stress-triggering situations in later sections -- although I’m 
sure you can come up with plenty on your own -- and how to take control rather than 
become prey to that stress, especially in a clinical setting.  

But before you move on in this course, I want you to do some self-discovery. If you’ve 
already taken the personality assessments I mentioned, go back and refresh yourself on 
your results and type descriptions. Have those honest conversations with coworkers, 
family members, and friends.  

And then, remind yourself that you are in amazing company not only as an introverted 
music therapist, but as an introvert, period. Introverts change the world. Case in point: 
Albert Einstein, Abraham Lincoln, Barack Obama, Bill Gates, Mark Zuckerberg, 
Mahatma Gandhi, Rosa Parks, Elon Musk, and of course, you.  
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I. 3. Curate Your Specialties 
 

Music therapists are trained to work in a variety of settings, from schools, to hospitals, to 
prisons, to private practice, to elder care facilities, and the list goes on. And while 
additional training and credentials are required to work with certain populations, for the 
most part, we can technically work in most of those settings as soon as we become 
board-certified.  

This is both a blessing and a curse. On one hand, we have more opportunities for 
employment, but on the other hand, we have the potential to land in a setting or with a 
population that isn’t necessarily the best fit not only for our clinical skills, but also for our 
personality type.  

Practicum placements and internships allow us to explore different areas of the 
profession and applications of music therapy, and I discovered early into my course of 
study that working with seniors was not the most optimal setting for me, as I had 
originally thought.  

I knew going into my internship that I wanted to work with children who have a variety of 
needs, but I still wasn’t sure exactly what my ideal environment might be. Fortunately I 
was able to work in multiple settings during my 9-month internship, including early 
childhood centers, schools of every age level, private facilities, and in clients’ homes.  

The reality of music therapy is that full-time jobs can be few and far between, which is 
why so many of us end up taking jobs that aren’t necessarily the perfect fit, especially in 
the beginning of our careers.  

My first job was in a residential school for children with multiple disabilities. I felt very 
comfortable working with this population following my internship, but it was actually the 
physical environment that posed a bigger challenge for me.  

Schools are similar to many other settings in which music therapists work, given that 
most share these characteristics:  

● There are lots of people around at any given time.  
● You’re expected to work in group settings, often with a mix of both 

clients/students/patients and other professionals.  
● There are regular meetings to attend and committees on which to serve. 
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● There is a strong social component, throughout the work day and otherwise.  

I struggled with all of the above from the get-go. While I loved the actual work I was 
doing inside of classrooms and in one-on-one sessions, the excessive noise, frequent 
conversations with coworkers in the halls, and collaborations with other staff were 
causing me to lose steam. 

These were all issues that challenged me during college and graduate school, but as a 
new professional in an interdisciplinary setting wanting to prove the legitimacy of my 
work -- I was the first and only music therapist at the school -- I continued to tolerate the 
things that weren’t conducive to my job satisfaction and overall happiness.  

As new professionals, it takes us some time to find our groove and discover what we’re 
really good at within the scope of our work. Often we’re providing services to a wide 
range of individuals and doing quite a bit of experimenting as we go.  

It took a few months, but I began to hone in on the techniques and style that worked 
best with my students, and that allowed me to practice music therapy in a way that felt 
rewarding and exciting. I began to discover my specialties.  

The data I was taking throughout that time period reflected the efficacy of my work, and 
I used that to my advantage as I began to structure my days in a way that best served 
both my students and myself.  

My coworkers recognized and reinforced the fact that the songs I was writing to address 
specific goals and objectives within the classroom were extremely beneficial, not only 
during our classroom therapy sessions, but also throughout every school day since I 
provided recordings and other supplemental materials.  

When I presented this information to my supervisors, they were receptive to my request 
for more time built into my day for songwriting and recording. While the original focus 
had been on as much direct contact time as possible, I was able to show that creating 
the right materials was actually much more useful than going into the classroom more 
frequently with less targeted materials.  

What are your specialties within your work? Are you allowing yourself the proper time to 
devote to curating them and putting them into practice? Since you’re an introvert, likely 
you require at least some solitude in order to hone your skills or actively create.  
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Once I reduced my direct service time in order to focus on my specialties as a music 
therapist in this particular setting, a domino effect was set into motion (in the best 
possible way). Not only was I much happier as a result of having dedicated time to 
myself each and every day, but the teachers were happier because students were 
excelling in music therapy.  

The administration was happy for that reason as well, and also because we were able 
to showcase our students’ progress at community events and even in local publications 
and news segments. Every year, my students wrote original songs and performed for 
fundraisers and galas held by the school, and we gave recordings of those songs on 
CDs to attendees as party favors. The term “music therapy” became a familiar one in 
my community over time, which led to the desire for services in additional settings.  

Music therapy was incredibly appealing to me as a career path because the applications 
are almost limitless. I found out quickly though that it’s easy to become overwhelmed by 
the day-to-day demands of working with clients and attending meetings. Those are 
extraverted activities that take away from our cup instead of replenishing it, no matter 
how much joy and fulfillment practicing music therapy brings you.  

What are the parts of your job that allow you to fill your cup? That give you the freedom 
to explore the ideas in your head, bring them to fruition by spending time alone, 
creating? Maybe it’s research, or analyzing data, or making visual aides for your 
sessions.  

Writing and recording songs for my students was what filled my cup, but it did 
something else, too. It opened up possibilities that I never even considered when I first 
started my career.  

There were the opportunities that came as a direct result of the work I was doing at 
school -- like making contacts with associated organizations that led to new contracts 
for additional work, and referrals for clients within my part-time private practice. My 
school saw the value in the services I was providing to our students, and therefore 
supported me in bringing music therapy to other locations and even building my own 
business outside of school hours.  

And then there was the opportunity I never could have fathomed when I first decided to 
pursue music therapy, and that was providing resources to music therapists and 
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families all over the country. This, coupled with the private practice I built, allowed me to 
ultimately follow my dream of being self-employed on a full-time basis.  

But that’s not everyone’s dream, of course, and it’s a more drastic example of the result 
of curating your specialties. My original dream was to have a few hours in the week 
where I could hole up in my office with my laptop and recording equipment -- which 
simultaneously filled my need for alone time and allowed me to further refine my skills. 
Once that dream was realized, it became a stepping stone to others, each a bit bigger 
than the last. 

Please know that a similar outcome is not out of your reach, no matter what your 
specialty is. When you focus on the work that makes you happy, that positive energy 
affects those you serve and only multiplies exponentially over time.  

Extraverted careers require that we give and give and give, so we need to take extra 
care to recharge ourselves by building alone time into our day. It’s not always an easy 
task making that happen, and I was prepared for a great deal of pushback when I 
sought it all those years ago -- which is why that data and reinforcement from teachers 
was so important.  

Many introverts, myself included, find it extremely uncomfortable to go against the grain, 
even when that means going to bat for ourselves. There’s an entire section later in this 
course devoted to doing the scary things, but for a lot of us, one of the first scary things 
will be pushing ourselves to do whatever it takes to curate our specialties, to put our 
greatest gifts to use.  

So before you move on, I want you to take inventory of your skills. What brings you the 
most fulfillment within the context of your work, and recharges your energy after hours 
of extraverting? What can you do to bring those skills to the forefront, to hone them 
even more?  

And here’s the really fun part: how will your career and life look as you begin to do more 
of those things? How will you feel on a daily basis as you focus on your specialties? 
What’s the “big dream” you haven’t quite reached, but that is a very real possibility? 
Write it down, say it out loud, even if just to yourself for now.  
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I. 4. Take Charge of Your Inner Voice 
 

There comes a point in every work day when I reach my extraverting limit. Sometimes, 
that limit is reached early in the day -- for example, when I have a new class or group 
starting and have to make lots of small talk before and after.  
 
Other times, I can go for hours and hours providing services, chatting with coworkers, 
attending events, and still have energy left to spend.  
 
The difference, I have found, is the conversation playing out in my head through it all.  
 
Just recently, I was leading a morning early childhood music class when I felt myself 
approaching the breaking point. On the outside, I was smiling, playing the guitar, and 
singing, but on the inside, I started to experience that anxious feeling of “get me out of 
here and into an empty room”.  
 
It’s not a good feeling to have. I was thankful in that moment to be singing a song I 
knew forwards and backwards, because it was time to have a quick pep talk with 
myself.  
 
A lot of people might think I sound a little crazy right now, but since you’re a fellow 
introvert, you can probably relate. After all, we spend a good amount of time alone, and 
there are instances that require conversations with ourselves (usually just in our heads, 
but sometimes out loud if necessary).  
 
I have my go-to pep talk lines when I start to hit an extraverting wall. Mostly, they are 
statements of empowerment:  
 

● “You are so good at what you do! Keep going!” 
● The people in this room are benefitting from your work in this moment” 
● “You may feel anxious right now, but on the outside, you are in control”  

 
And sometimes, I have to be a little (or a lot) more stern with myself. But in both cases, I 
am reminded that I didn’t do my homework before going into the work environment. 
Mindful preparation is much more effective than damage control.  
 
I learned a long time ago that the worst thing I can do for myself is to go into a social or 
work-related setting unprepared. Introversion is an aspect of personality that often goes 
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hand-in-hand with organization, preparedness, and focus. In my case, all three of those 
traits come into play before  I enter most situations, and thank goodness for that. 
 
The next part of this course is dedicated to the strategies I’ve learned that work to my 
introverted advantage -- specific ways I prepare for extroverted environments. But I 
think the most important strategy, the one that lets us really own our introversion, is 
getting to know our inner voice and then teaching it to speak the right language.  
 
You know the wrong language well, just as I do. If you’re anything like me, you 
experienced years of thinking there was something wrong with you, or that you were 
“less than”, just because you weren’t an extrovert.  
 
My self-talk wasn’t healthy for a long time, and even though it’s improved vastly, it still 
needs work. Everyone’s does, whether you are an introvert or extrovert. But again, we 
spend more time in our heads that our extroverted friends, family and colleagues, so it’s 
even more important for us to work on our inner voice.  
 
Do you use mantras in your daily life? At the risk of revealing my “woo-woo” side, I have 
to tell you that mantras can be the easiest, quickest and most effective ways to improve 
your inner voice, and therefore, your overall level of comfort and happiness.  
 
So what exactly is a mantra? Simple: it’s a word or phrase that interrupts negative 
thinking and can positively affect your well-being. I start every day with the same one: 
 
“I’m happier, healthier and have more love to give today than yesterday.”  
 
Just saying that sentence to myself when I first wake up, and then repeating it at any 
point in the day when I need to redirect my thoughts, has made a major impact on my 
life. Think about it this way: how would you feel if someone said that to you?  
 
“You seem happier, healthier and more loving today than ever!”  
 
You’d take that as a huge compliment, right? Saying it to yourself has the same effect, 
especially if you start to repeat it on a regular basis. These mantras become part of our 
story, which brings me back to why they are so clutch for introverts.  
 
What is the story you tell yourself as you begin your day? Do you mentally go through 
each of the events that lie ahead, thinking about how much energy will be required of 
you and how drained you will feel afterwards?  
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I spent years doing this. Many of my days started with a pit in my stomach before I even 
got out of bed, as I counted how many classes I was going to see, meetings I was going 
to attend, and conversations I was going to have with clients’ families.  
 
It wasn’t until around 2010 that I stumbled upon the world of personal development and 
mindfulness. It seemed perfectly suited to my introverted personality, which I felt 
needed LOTS of development. I learned how powerful my thoughts were, and how they 
could negatively or positively affect my daily life.  
 
I became extremely intentional about the thoughts that went through my mind, 
especially at the beginning of each day. I was tired of feeling defeated before my feet 
even hit the floor, so I began practicing positive thinking in the form of mantras first thing 
every day.  
 
And then I started to build an arsenal of mantras to help me get around roadblocks as I 
navigated my day. I tried on lots of different mantras, both that I found in books and 
online, and those that I made up myself, until I found one that felt right.  
 
Here are a few that I use every day in preparation to start my work.  
 

● “I am in control of my thoughts, feelings, and actions.”  
● “I have energy to fuel myself and others.”  
● “My light shines bright.”  
● “I am enough.”  

 
Mantras are extremely personal, and mine might sound super cheesy to you. And that is 
okay! The key is to find words or phrases that feel empowering to you , that will 
positively affect your attitude and behavior as you work with clients, chat with 
coworkers, make phone calls, and so on.  
 
And as you start to incorporate mantras into your daily life, you’ll find that your overall 
patterns of thought are vastly improved. Positivity begets positivity. The best part is that 
positivity is not limited to your thoughts, but will radiate through all of your actions and 
interactions.  
 
The goal is to do the hard work of making those mantras a daily habit in the beginning, 
to the point where you don’t have to work at it after awhile. It will become second 
nature, like brushing your teeth in the morning. You can even say them in your head 
while  you brush your teeth :)  
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Once those positive thought patterns are formed, you’ll go much longer before you hit 
those extraverting walls, if ever. It takes time, and it takes practice before you get to this 
point. I’ve put in both, yet I haven’t completely eliminated those walls, as I shared at the 
beginning of this section.  
 
The fact that you’re an introvert won’t change, no matter how positive your inner voice 
and how healthy your self-talk. It’s a part of our makeup, an inherent trait. We still need 
to fill our cup by spending time alone, by giving ourselves space in order to regroup and 
nurture our inner creative.  
 
But the time that we do spend extraverting? Let’s make it feel more comfortable and 
enjoyable for our own sake, and for the sake of those we are serving.  
 
Before you move on to the next section, spend some time listening to your inner voice. 
What are the thoughts going through your mind first thing in the morning, or before you 
enter a situation that takes you out of your introverted comfort zone?  
 
Experiment with incorporating mantras into your own daily routine, and take note of the 
effect they have on your thoughts and feelings. Feel free to use mine, or even better, 
write your own.  
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